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enquiry result with code changing agreed by division. ACR  updated. Incident recoded 
and closed as .  
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At  a  call was received into the  Service Centre and was 
handled by  

 

The call was from  
  

SA  did put the caller on hold and when  returned 
to the call an incident was raised and a local policing appointment was arranged for the 
following day for officers to attend.  

 

The incident was reviewed by the RT-Coordinator and it was assessed that the local policing 
appointment was not required as , the incident was to be  

  

 

The incident text was unclear that  and it 
was  From the  

 and therefore would 
have required investigation and engagement by Police Scotland.   
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Call coded as  incident with tag line " ." 

It was thereafter graded as OTHERRES and transferred to RT at . 

  

At  accepted at RT, thrived as , suitable for RT. 

 

At  , updated at RT for engagement with caller  

 

At   

 

 RT rethrive, for investigation at locus, search to be carried out. 

 

 received at ACR , supervisors made aware, stations dispatched for 
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Rationale 

There is individual and organisational learning as the incident was 
not progressed appropriately, based on information available for 
the initial THRIVE assessment. This had the potential for 
reputational damage and poor service delivery.  
Work was done to address once the errors were idenified. An 
appropriate response was then delivered to manage identifed 
THR.  
 

Actions Required 

I am satisfied that individual taking individual and corporate 
learning is appropriate moving forward. I am content it will work to 
minimise the probability of a repeat.  
There is no requirement to present the circumstance or findings 
beyond C3 at this time. 
Thanks  
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Incident was picked up at RT Triage and assessed to be not suitable for RT. Incident sent back 
to ACR for attendance and local resource dispatched shortly after.  
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Actions Required 
SA  to be   

  Team Leader to go over Thrive 
principles with  to ensure understanding.   
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Due to the locus selected by the SA not being the true locus ( ) not only 
was response delayed but the opportunity to log relevant  was missed. Had the SA 
selected the true locus then . 
The  

 Also  were available for . 

 

The ACR contacted the caller, amended the locus and then contacted the attending officers via 
Airwave to . 
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.  Added to that is the 
investigative element whereby  
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Contol Room, where  Division took control of the incident and dispatched officers to attend to 
trace .  

 

At   the reporter called back in via the  from 
a advising the same as above, however was now  

  This incident was thrived as a prompt for 
further investigation and then closed without being transferred to the Area Control Room. The 
description box of the incident shows DUPLICATE INCIDENT - AUTO CLOSE and the incident 
closed with the coding type  and .   

 

All of the information obtained in incident  was transferred over onto incident  inclusive 
of thrive and closure codes with a systems note reading “Incident Remarks Copied To Similar 
Inc”. 

 

The information from within incident  was not seen by controllers for some time due to the 
incident having not been transferred for their control. 
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The Service Advisor did not ask  
 

No Contact Assessment Model Thrive was completed for the call and the call was ended. 
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being stored on police systems 
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The incident was coded  and transferred to Resolution Team for call back and further 
enquiry   

 

Resolution Team officer  accepted the incident and THRIVED 
it as suitable for progression   

 

Resolution Team officer  updated the incident for early shift to 
progress enquiry  

 

Resolution Team officer  contacted the reporter  
hours, line went straight to voicemail, leaving a message for reporter to call back.   

 

Further contact from reporter  
 

 
  Caller distressed and asked for  

 

 

Service Advisor  re codes incident to  and PROMT 
transferring incident to ACR. 
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 hours PSM  raised an  incident from Aspire 
to STORM and completed a THRIVE stating suitable for a Local Policing Appointment for  

 Incident transferred to Resolution Team Co-ordinator. 

 

 accepted incident. No further update at this time. 

 

 updates incident with "Further engagement required and LPA booked to 
progress enquiry". 

 

 transfers incident to the Area Control Room 'For Action' with the update 
"For info". 

 

 ACR controller  accepts incident for action.  No further update 
at this time. 

 

  RT PC  assesses and transfers 
incident from RT Coordinator filter to ACR as a Prompt and cancelled the LPA.   highlighted 
incident to RT Sgt   Sgt  contacted and highlighted 
incident to ACR Sgt  and ACR Insp  

 

 Division Sgt  made aware by ACR controller 
 

 

 mobilisation message sent to  
 who have attended to obtain full details from  

 

 

 Sgt  contacted  who 
advised . CID made 
aware.  Instructs . 

 

 ACR Sgt  listens and play initial call to  Division Sgt  
 

 

 make contact with .   
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 Divisonal enquiries identified  and updates regarding 
 

 

Enquiries continue with Division at the time NI raised. 

 

 update  

T/PI  has reviewed this NI and  has been submitted to SMT C3 for 
consideration   
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 initial caller  
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N.I. Yes  No  

Rationale 
The lack of incident review in this instance could have a 
detrimental risk to public safety and reputational risk to Police 
Scotland. 

Actions Required Individual learning idenfified and addressed by Team supervisor. 
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Actions Required 
TL to provide feedback to SA  re the grading of the 
incident and failure to ask Covid questions. 
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location initially as .  

Service Advisor is struggling to get address to validate correctly and questions the caller who 
again confirms .  then confirms that  

. Caller clearly says 
partial postcode for the address is .  

Incident transferred to ACR at  hours. ACR dispatch to  address at  and 
arrange  also.  

 hours unit arrive at   and ascertain that this is incorrect, occupants at 
locus have no knowledge of the incident. Divisional officers recontact reporter and establish 
correct locus; , and ACR are updated at  
hours.  

ACR re validiate the address on  incident. ACR update  on the new location.  

First unit arrive at correct locus and mark on scene;  hours.   
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This is all unusual for is an extremely competent service advisor who is very 
good at  job. In  defence, there are no contact notes on ASPIRE requesting that an 
IMMEDIATE response be considered which may have thrown  in the first instance. The 
caller was  and was initially quite difficult to understand. It is likely,  
has only seen the object marker when  has raised the incident from ASPIRE to STORM. I 
also feel the wording of the current OBJECT Marker is not sufficient within the CAM model; 
under the previous grading model, an URGENT response could also be considered a Grade 2 
incident which is now what we would deem as a PROMPT. It is also out of date stating it should 
have been reviewed . That aside, for whatever reason,  has not used 

 usual common sense approach and this will all be fed back to  next on shift. 
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PS  has then contacted  SC Supervisor  aware of the 
incident and informed  that a Notable Incident would be raised. 
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This was highlighted by DCR officer on receipt of the incident on  and sent back to 
ACR for prompt attendance. Not suitable for DCR.   
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No further action was taken by any member of C3 staff until  when 
enhanced checks were carried out by PC  at RT.  

 

At  location was changed to  and sent to ACR for 
attendance , objects markers on address for  

 however these were not logged on the incident by RT or ACR.  

 

Objects marker were viewed by number of ACR staff and again not logged. At  
 Inc was deferred for  attendance.  

 

Inc was accepted by ACR at  and then resourced at  by PSM  
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Actions Required Satisfied that individual learning has been applied in this case, 
officers spoken to by RT Inspector as well as Supervisor to 
reinforce the importance of THRIVE/Object Markers and reading 
the incident from the start - particularly the RT Co ordinator role. 
PI   
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of resource picture.   

Passed to  who dispatched station and stood down after getting no reply.  Deferral 
requested by local supervisor for  to attend.  

incident not suitable for deferral.  Incident coded as  in error.  Recoded to correct coding 
.  Stations dispatched . 
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. 

I've not looked at  but any  recorded have clearly not been mentioned on the 
incident or this would have been dealt with completely differently. 

 have clearly looked at this and  
 From my own perspective the SC and RT should have further explored what has 

actually taken place but again the caller seems unable to provide this information because at 
the time  was not forthcoming with it. 

 

I think this may have been more appropriately dealt with in the C3 practitioners forum. 

 

All noted and learning taken from it. 

 

TL  I have reviewed call and information had been missed by  . A discription of 
what has occurred was mentioned on call but not noted on incident ,  

 a incident for attendance should have been sent to ACR .  

I spoke with  regarding incident and made  aware of the information that was missed 
and not noted on incident .  apoligised that  missed the information given .  
advised that  arranged a LPA appointment as  

 thrived that the 
 at the time of call and thought a LPA appointment 

for the next day would have been the best course of action as  
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On  was sent to RT for control in 
order for RT to . PS  reviewed incident and 
deemed unsuitable for LPA and sent to ACR for officer attendance.  
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PS  RT Supervisor  

I have contacted divisional supervisor PS  who was in agreement that 
 unsuitable for LPA and agreed incident be sent to ACR for officers to attend. I 

further contacted  ACR supervisor to advise of the circumstances and advise I was 
raising incident as a NI.  

 

Incident occurred because ACR THRIVE related entirely to the risk to , 
whereas a more holistic view would have given consideration to the risks to Police Scotland 
which are inherent in  

.  

 

PI  

Please ensure all officers/staff involved in the initial stages are spoken to regarding individual 
learning, discussion to take place between department management re  

   

Once completed for noting and filing.   
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put on it as easting and northings show as  but not .    

 

The ACR had control of the incident and had corrected the locus and linked duplicate incident. 

 

 The incident was raised as , there was no indication on the call that it was  
.  The  at the address.  
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RT Investigator PC  accepted incident in for RT to progress at  
. 

 

RT Investigator PC  phones the complainer  at , 
obtains the full details and books a Local Policing Appointment (LPA) for  

.  PC  adds an RT THRIVE of no immediate T/H/R/V and defers 
incident.  PC  books the LPA for the area  happened ( ) however the reporter 
resides in . 

 

ACR controller PC  accepts the incident from the deferral and adds an 
ACR THRIVE that the incident is not suitable for LPA as it has not been booked properly in the 
system,  further adds  

 and transfers incident to RT. 

 

RT Investigator PC  accepts the incident as suitable for the 
Resolution Team to deal.  

 

RT Investigator PC  began to investiagte the incident  
 and highlighted the incident to RT Sgt   There were no other 

suitable appointments for  and all resources currently enaged in  
Division.  PC  made contact with  

.   
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PS  - I have made enquiries to review the call made by PC  to the 
reporter, however due to an identified ICT issue, the call recording is not available.  Action has 
been taken to ensure the ICT issue is rectified as a matter of priority  I have discussed the 
incident with PC , who in retrospect agrees a more appropriate route for the incident 
having become aware of  would be for the incident to be sent to ACR 
for local supervisor to be made aware and thereafter for an LPA to be arranged in order that 
reassurance be provided in person and the caller be afforded the opportunity to speak with local 
officers who are familiar with the area.  Again, I believe this incident to be isolated on the part of 
PC .   

Learning to be provided to PC  and  regarding previous briefings about . 

PS  -  officers have been offered guidance in relation to previous briefings 
regarding  familiarise themseves further with the procedure going forward.  

 are trusted and experienced Resolution Team officers whom I have no doubt will take on 
board the issues raised in this incident.  
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Notable Incident Yes  No  

Learning Opportunity Yes  No  

Rationale Reputational damage to Police Scotland, potential harm to  
due to delay. 

Actions Required Please review the call and identify issues.  Give appropriate feed 
back to SA and id if training required.   , 
dip sample a further  to ensure no issues.   
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The call was ended  after the incident was saved on storm.  There was insufficient 
information for  make an assessment of the response required. Two prompts were 
added to the incident asking for the caller to be transferred to service overview, which were not 
responded to. Service Centre team leader was contacted to arrange transfer, the incident was 
then updated by team leader confirming caller was off the line.  
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by SOV. 

 accepted this and said  could not gazz the locus and panicked. I reiterated the 
importance of staying calm and ensuring  had obtained the information required to create a 
fast track immediate response incident which was detrimental to the safety of the public and 
Police Officers. 

 
 

  

As the Service Advisors line manager I totally agree with all the points of feedback provided by 
SOV. The call was dealt with in an extremely unprofessional manner.  
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service centre as immediate.  Initial checks were conducted by the PC  and Sgt  
 updated the call at  that  was reviewing.  Checks carried out by PC  

included: . 

 

ACR Sgt  updated the incident at  advising that a subs check was being carried 
out.  At  updates the incident that it is 'pre-pay no details held'. 

 

Enquiries at scene by divisional officers  
   

 

Due to  Insp  contacted SOV to request 
the on call Supt. be contacted to authorise cycomms.  T/Insp  contacted Supt. 

 who authorised cycomms.  As a result of this enquiry at  
 subscriber details were obtained, showing the details as a . 

 

SOV carried out enquiries with  to establish why these details had not been 
displayed when Sgt  had carried out a subscriber check.   confirmed that 
Sgt  subscriber check revealed from his golden hour check that the number was a 

 contract, not 'pre-pay no details held' as was updated by Sgt  

 

If Sgt  had contacted  at the time of the subscriber check when it revealed 
the number was a  then  would have been given the subscriber's details.  
This would have meant that details for the reporter could have been obtained at  
instead of       
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to  would be required to obtain subscriber details. 

 

PS  had also used the words 'prepaid' in  update which  accepts was not on the 
result from the checks but is usually the case when there are no subscriber details held.  
acknowledges that  should not have used it in this instance. 

 

This appears to be a knowledge gap in using the  Disclosure user interface. Sgts 
within  who I have spoken to regarding this matter would now be aware that if there is an 
entry under the 'Service Provider' column then it may be another company who actually have 
ownership of that number and  will need to be directly contacted to obtain 
Subscriber details. I am unsure if other Teams are aware of this or not.  
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Call card had been scrutinised 

 

Initial call has been listened to from service centre (as above) 

 








